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So far The Committee has addressed the pursuit of good, the avoidance of bad, the future, ideas
and beliefs and thoughts & power. They say now:
"We turn now to the topic of war. This topic is as old as mankind as you know mankind to be. It is not the
natural condition of your soul, not a component of your soul's existence or of any soul. It is not a part of
your incarnated soul but it is a part of human life. The question is; why? Why do humans engage in
organized conflict?
S/he who has studied anthropology and social systems of animals knows that only two beings on Earth do
this, ants and humans.
No other animals organize into groups for the purpose of attacking or defending other groups of the same
species. We shall leave aside the reasons for ants, for they cannot be compared to humans. The
mechanisms of ant behavior and coordination of same, are far different from humans, as ants cannot
engage in critical thinking. Humans, to the contrary, cannot disengage from critical thought & analysis.
Humans cannot back away from perception and reaction the way ants do.
We speak to human behavior and belief.
As these words are offered, humans once again have begun hostility and killing of others for the purpose
and objective of domination. Of territory and the people living upon it.
Place yourself in the position of Russia, what shall you gain for the cost of human life to be paid, now
being paid. Are the deaths of the few worth a goal for the many? Have the many who might in one or
several ways derive a benefit been given a voice and vote in the war now carried forth in their name?
What is Russia but a group of humans who have decided to control a territory, as they agree to share an
identity. An image, personality, behavior, characteristics and language unique to the land they occupy.
What then are other groups of humans who do the same? What is the purpose of these groups and what
benefits come to the members of them?
Why do these groups form military forces, and what tools, methods and techniques do they develop to
project force, to include destruction and death, in either defense of their group and terroritory, or invasion
and domination of another?
The perceived scarcity of resources, seen as necessary, essential and vital to human existence and
progress, lie underneath the actions often and now again being used as justification for the actions carried
out. Any human seeing news and information anywhere on Earth at this moment sees the pictures, images
and information being offered.
We ask you now to step back from the human view, and to lift your soul up to where you have your true
home, from where we see what occurs.
We love all of you, even as some humans do not seem to love one another. We can say now and will say
to you always, you do love one another unconditionally. This is your natural state, the natural essence of
your existence.
No human controls your thinking; others merely influence what you see and hear, if not force you to

physically conform to their actions. Even when your physical body is forced to conform, your mind
remains impenetrable until you choose to allow in what is offered.
As a sovereign individual, with complete control of your mind, you can begin to change the actions of
other people, by simply changing what you think and do.
Think of love, acceptance, understanding, mercy, generosity and kindness. These thoughts are terribly
contagious and spread faster and more easily than the worst contagion, the most horrible disease and the
most insidious of viruses.
Think of a peaceful world where humans never attack, only ask. Think of a world where humans seek to
help other humans always, and help will always come to you when you need it. Think not of the mayhem,
chaos, commotion, strife, conflict and physical battles which result from conflicted thinking.
In the end, this you can do only for yourself. No matter who you are among humans, president or pauper,
king or innocent child, you have the same power as do all other humans. No more and no less. You have
equal power, authority, strength and force. You have love. It is available in unlimited quantities, it will
never run dry, never become scarce. No love shortages ensue, ever.
Project this love equally to all participants about which you see or hear in all things disturbing. This
power will travel instantly and powerfully to all such persons and shall liberate them of the chains which
other humans seek to impose.
Love your fellow humans as you enjoy receiving this love in return, and forever shall love be yours. Have
complete confidence in your ability to reign supreme over anything which might seem to, but cannot
unless allowed, to dominate your thoughts.
Tell your aggressors you love them, you forgive them and you accept them as a fellow human, a fellow
soul. Tell your target, your victim, your enemy that you love them also.
Your actions will be compelled to follow your thoughts, and the contagion will infect your aggressor or
victim instantly. The time delay Earth existence so skillfully presents will make your human existence
seem as if the effect occurs not. It does.
Be well one and all, in live and acceptance of your fellow wo/man, as s/he accepts and loves you in
return. Judge not critically and be not judged. Love and be loved. This collective human power always
begins and ends with each of you. Choose to be this for yourself, and it shall be yours from all other
souls, incarnated and otherwise, back to you.
Do return soon, our beloved fellow souls, now traversing your adventures of a human life aboard Planet
Earth."

